Controlled lateral spreading and pinning of oil droplets based on topography and chemical patterning.
Geometric pinning sites can be used to control the lateral spreading and pinning of oils on surfaces. The geometric pinning effect combined with lithographic surface chemistry patterning allows controlling the shapes of oil droplets. We study the confinement effect on test structures of various protruding and intruding geometries, and employ scanning electron microscopy analysis to study the shape of the meniscus at the edges of the chemical patterns. Nanopillar and micropillar topographies are compared, revealing that it is a necessity for accurate oil patterns that the length scale of the roughness is smaller than the resolution of the surface chemistry pattern. We also find that there exists a critical, geometry-dependent threshold contact angle, below which the geometric confinement does not work, as olive oil with a static advancing contact angle of 57° accurately replicated the chemical pattern on top of nanopillar topography, but hexadecane with a static advancing contact angle of 50° penetrated the pinning sites and wetted the whole surface.